
WRITING PEER REVIEW PAPERS

Writing a scientific paper for a peer-reviewed journal can be as creative an act as writing the great Suomi novel, but less
constrained than composing iambic.

The point is not to nitpick every piece of the manuscript. In this case, we are interested in the probability that
the hypothesis is true given the data an inverse probability , not the probabilities that the observed data would
be generated given particular hypotheses frequentist probabilities. Does the paper flow â€” does it have
connectivity? If I think favorably of the article and believe it should be published, I often will write a longer
summary, and highlight the strengths of the article. The referee should hence always consider this aspect when
accepting the assignment, since it is unfair to keep the article under revision for months, and it is even more
unfair when the referee deliberately does so for delaying the publication of the article see previous paragraph.
Since the importance of this activity is seldom underestimated by some referees, the purpose of this article is
to present a personal and arbitrary perspective on how a scientific article should be peer-reviewed, offering a
tentative checklist aimed to describe the most important criteria that should be considered. Whether they are
fraternal is unknown fraternal twins being the complement of identical twins â€” that is the question the
parents are asking. The article begins with the proviso that good paper written by a graduate student or a junior
investigator may be highly praised by faculty and colleagues and yet fall short of being publishable. New
requests and reminders from editors kept piling up at a faster rate than I could complete the reviews and the
problem seemed intractable. This makes article revision virtually unfeasible, or else the authors may introduce
changes in the manuscript that are not really necessary. Ask yourself key questions, including: Does it have a
relevant title and valuable research question? This problem has various parameters of interest. Then I have
bullet points for major comments and for minor comments. This accomplishes several good things to your
benefit: a it labels you as someone who takes editing a journal seriously, who knows her goals, and doesn't let
work slide, b it signals to the editor how serious the criticisms were and may lead her to discuss options with
you, and c she will remember you as someone who didn't leave her hanging and wondering if that paper was
ever coming back. Major flaws will need considerable time to explain or correct. Best Practice During these
checks you should keep in mind best practice: Standard guidelines were followed e. Here I disagree with
Amrhein et al. I try to write my reviews in a tone and form that I could put my name to, even though reviews
in my field are usually double-blind and not signed. Efron suggests that Bayesian calculations should be
checked with frequentist methods when priors are uncertain. Then, right in the Introduction, you can often
recognize whether the authors considered the full context of their topic. Clearly, authors can only do this by
referencing recent literature. Still one of the best and shortest writing guides, easily read and absorbed. To do
this, have all information on all of the parameters required for the one journal that you have initially chosen.
This might be the only time you read the manuscript. Giving effective feedback can be even more challenging.
Todays post offers an alternative perspective; that of the journal article peer reviewer. Footnotes The twins are
both male. You should be totally fluent in the minute details of proper reference style for your chosen journal.
I usually differentiate between major and minor criticisms and word them as directly and concisely as
possible. Could I replicate the results using the information in the Methods and the description of the analysis?


